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Abstract—Optofluidic intracavity spectroscopy was used to re-
alize label-free detection of single biological cells, including yeast
cells and human blood cells, as well as polystyrene spheres in
a microfluidic Fabry–Perot cavity. The design, fabrication, and
testing of the cavities are discussed, along with the sensing mech-
anism. The resonant conditions of the microfluidic cavity were
modified by the cells and microspheres inside the cavity due to the
effective refractive index profile of the cells. Transmission spectra
of single cells in the cavity, measured using a customized micro-
scope system, exhibited cell-type specific higher order transverse
mode features, including the number of transverse modes, mode
shape, and the relative mode spacing. A correlation method for
the cell-induced spectra is reported and provides a preliminary
demonstration that some types of single cells can be differentiated.
After further development, the method may provide a useful
label-free optical technique for recognizing cells in a microfluidic
environment.

Index Terms—Biological cell differentiation, intracavity
spectroscopy, microfluidic cavity, transmission spectra, trans-
verse mode.

I. INTRODUCTION

LOW COST and label-free detection of single biological
cells is of broad interest in a variety of fields, including

clinical diagnostics, drug discovery, food safety, environmental
monitoring, biology, and homeland security. Cell detection,
identification, and monitoring are important capabilities for
these applications. Cell parameters including size, shape, and
refractive index profile provide substantial information about
the presence and state of particular cells [1]. Automated sensing
of these parameters directly or indirectly, either individually
or in combination, can improve current methods. For example,
simple whole blood counts are a relatively straightforward task,
but the traditional method requires staining and microscopic
examination. A lab-on-a-chip automated sensor that could per-
form this task without staining or labeling in a point-of-care
environment would clearly be useful, yet it would only need to
detect and differentiate among a small set of cell types such as
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red and white blood cells (WBCs). More sophisticated monitor-
ing of morphological or optical changes can be used to track the
state of cell populations or indicate an inflammatory response
of biological tissues. For example, the enlargement of the cell
nuclei has been used as a primary indicator of cancer in most
human tissues [2]. Beside nuclei enlargement, cancer cells have
higher effective refractive indexes than normal cells due to the
larger refractive index of the chromatin contents in the nuclei
than that of the surrounding cytoplasm [1].

Optical processes such as light scattering, absorption, and
diffraction can be used for the detection of single cells. Tech-
niques ranging from direct imaging methods, such as autoflu-
orescence [3] and confocal microscopy [4], to spectroscopic
methods, such as confocal Raman [5], scattering [6], and cavity
ring-down spectroscopy [7], have been used to detect single bi-
ological cells. However, each approach has its own advantages
and disadvantages. For example, light-scattering spectroscopy
provides noninvasive measurements of the size, shape, and
refractive index of the cell [8], but the associated optical exper-
imental setup and data analysis are complicated and expensive
due to the angular dependence of the scattered light. Similar
problems exist in the Raman spectroscopic system [5], which
typically requires moderate to high-power lasers as well as
various optical filters to remove the interferences of the excita-
tion source and intrinsic fluorescence of the cells. Conventional
methods, such as fluorescence spectroscopy, require time and
reagent consuming fluorescent labeling processes to enhance
the signal to noise ratio. Although autofluorescence microscopy
without any sample labeling has been investigated, it is mainly
limited to cells with a strong autofluorescent signal [3].
Issues such as the need for biorecognition coatings to obtain
sufficient sensitivity for single-cell detection may impact cavity
ring-down spectroscopy [7]. Given the limitations of existing
single-cell sensor technology, evaluating the utility of new
approaches and issues surrounding their performance continues
to be of interest.

The concept of optofluidic intracavity spectroscopy (OFIS)
reported in this paper utilizes optical refraction and diffraction
effects in cells to produce characteristic intracavity transmis-
sion spectra of single biological cells in an optical resonator.
Biological samples such as cells, DNA, protein layers, or
biological fluids placed inside an optofluidic cavity modify the
resonant conditions of the cavity, providing a probe to detect the
biological samples. Many optical cavity or optical resonator re-
lated sensors are based on the observation of longitudinal mode
shifts rather than the transverse mode formation discussed
below. Longitudinal shifts may require high-resolution spec-
trometry (< 0.1 nm) in order to provide adequate sensitivity [9].
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Environmental factors, such as temperature-induced refractive
index changes, may also impact the sensitivity of high-Q-factor
resonant systems relying on longitudinal mode shifts of optical
cavities [10]. In contrast, the sensing mechanism presented here
relies on the relative relationship between transverse modes
formed in microfluidic Fabry–Perot (FP) cavities induced by
transverse variation in the optical thickness of cells related
to their size, shape, and composition. Temperature changes
affect the transverse mode spacing much less than the absolute
wavelength of longitudinal modes. Further, the transverse mode
spacing is often > 0.1 nm, which allows lower resolution
spectrometry. The mechanism for transverse mode formation
is discussed in greater detail in Section II.

Previous work on transverse mode-based intracavity spec-
troscopy of single biological cells inside the resonator of an op-
tically pumped vertical extended cavity surface-emitting laser
(VECSEL) was reported by Gourley, who referred to their de-
vice as a biocavity laser [11]. They demonstrated that different
cell types resulted in multimode laser spectra with mode offset,
spacing, and intensity being characteristics of the cell type. Our
group subsequently developed a similar sensor based on electri-
cally injected VECSEL diodes [12]. The active laser-based in-
tracavity spectroscopic biosensors investigated thus far require
relatively high gain to overcome the losses associated with the
introduction of the fluidic cavity. The high gain requirement
in turn necessitates optical pumping or relatively complicated
fabrication of electrically injected VECSELs. Thus, this pa-
per is motivated in part by the benefits of a passive cavity
interferometric system that retains transverse mode spectrum
dependence on cells in a resonator but does not require laser
gain media inside the cavity [13]. Instead, transmission spectra
are obtained by illuminating the passive cavity system with an
external continuum light source such as an LED or a bright in-
candescent lamp easing the requirements on cavity finesse and
loss as well as reducing system cost. Passive cavity-based intra-
cavity spectroscopy is also expected to simplify the analysis of
cell-induced transverse mode spectral changes by eliminating
the complexities associated with an active laser cavity such as
mode confinement factors, material gain, and various losses.

Accordingly, a passive optofluidic intracavity spectrometry
proof-of-concept system has been implemented in order to
realize real-time label-free detection of single biological cells
using optical sensing techniques in a microfluidic environment.
Section II describes the structures of the optical sensing system
including the microfluidic FP chip, as well as discussing the
sensing mechanism for OFIS. The key point is that the trans-
verse mode spectrum of the cell-loaded cavity is determined by
the refractive index structure of the cell including its size and
shape much as a lens inside an FP cavity alters the transverse
mode spectrum. Experimental single-cell spectra obtained us-
ing this method are presented in Section III and qualitatively
appear to have characteristics such as the number of modes
and mode spacing that can be used to differentiate cells.
To further evaluate the utility of OFIS, a preliminary method
for quantitative calculation of the spectral correlation was de-
veloped and evaluated as discussed in Section IV. The results
have demonstrated the feasibility of using the approach detailed
in this paper to detect certain types of single biological cells, in-

dicating that further work is warranted to develop miniaturized,
prototype OFIS systems.

II. SENSING MECHANISM AND DEVICE

DESIGN AND FABRICATION

A. Sensing Mechanism

Microstructures with spatially dependent refractive index
profiles introduced into an FP cavity will perturb the modes
of the resonator [14]. In particular, a plane–plane FP cavity
containing no internal optical elements ideally only supports a
single transverse mode with infinite plane wave behavior. How-
ever, a lens or other optical microstructure inserted in the cavity
can modify the resonant beam propagation to allow multiple
transverse modes at different frequencies.

A simplified example is a single thin lens inside a plane–
plane cavity with the resulting transverse mode spectra depend-
ing on the cavity length and lens focal length and position
according to fundamental optical resonator theory very similar
to that discussed by optics or laser texts for curved mirror
resonators [15]. For example, the mode spectra for nearly
plane–plane, confocal, and concentric resonators have different
transverse mode spectra spacing and order. The focal length
of the lens in the cavity in turn is a function of the refractive
index of the lens and cavity medium and radii of curvature of
the lens surfaces. Accordingly, the refractive index profile and
size of cells alter the transverse mode spectra of a resonator,
providing a sensitive probe of the cells’ optical structure. Thus,
the specific modal structure is useful in classifying microstruc-
tures inside the cavity including differentiating cell types, sizes,
and shapes [11]. To first order, the focal power of a cell and thus
its dominant effect on transverse mode structure will be deter-
mined by the parabolic component of its lateral refractive index
variation. Higher order variations in the cell’s refractive index
profile, analogous to those described by higher order Zernike
polynomials for lenses, cause spherical, astigmatic, and other
aberrations [16] that will also modify the relative transverse
mode frequencies giving additional differentiation. It is theo-
retically possible that different combinations of cell refractive
index, size, and shape could give the same focal length and
major aberrations and, thus, the same modal structure. How-
ever, this is not expected to be a major issue in many practical
situations, and multiple sensor types could be used to resolve
such potential interferences. Note that the optical mode diame-
ters are determined by the cell and cavity configuration and are
necessarily on the order of the scale of index profile variation in
the cell. Thus, the optical mode beams simultaneously interro-
gate the cell structure as a whole. In the experiments described
below, the optical excitation is not externally constrained to
sample only small regions within a cell at one time, nor is it
scanned within a cell. Accordingly, the effects of the cell nuclei,
organelles, and other protein-rich structures that have higher re-
fractive index than the cytoplasm are somewhat averaged by the
cell-determined cavity modes.

Even for the idealized case of a uniform index microsphere
in a planar cavity, exact solutions of the modes are not known to
the authors, although an approximate analysis based on the for-
mulation of the modes as a product of plane wave and spherical
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of a high-refractive index microsphere in a plane–plane resonator cavity. nL is the refractive index of the microsphere, nc is the
refractive index of the microfluidic cavity, d is the distance of the bottom vertex of the sphere from the bottom planar mirror, and L is the microfludic cavity
length. (b) Stability diagram for a microsphere in a plane–plane resonator as a function of the normalized resonator configuration coordinate. The left side of the
horizontal axis corresponds to sphere at the bottom of the cavity, and the right side corresponds to the sphere close to the top planar mirror.

harmonic solutions applicable to very short cavities has been
published [14]. The experimentally observed transverse mode
structure of microspheres in this paper is discussed at the end
of Section III-A. For the purposes of general design guidelines,
an approximate treatment of a microsphere in a plane cavity
using paraxial Gaussian beam analysis, which is suitable for a
range of cavity lengths, is presented next.

B. Microfluidic Cavity Stability Versus Cavity Length

In this section, classical paraxial Gaussian beam resonator
analysis expressed in ABCD matrices is used to set bounds on
parameters for resonator stability that are in turn used to guide
the sensor design and fabrication process. In order to optimize
the sensor response, the microfluidic cavity should be designed
to function within the stable range. For simplicity, the cavity
described in this section is based on a single polystyrene mi-
crosphere with a uniform refractive index of 1.59 submerged in
a plane–plane FP resonator filled with water of index 1.33. The
microsphere is free to move within the cavity, and the sphere
position alters the resonant modes of the cavity. The model
cavity geometry is shown schematically in Fig. 1(a).

The stability of an optical resonator can be determined by the
magnitude of the trace of the round trip ABCD matrix within
the paraxial approximation [15]. The round trip ABCD matrix
of the microcavity containing a microsphere is represented as
MRT = MOW1 · MOW2, where MOW1 and MOW2 represent
the one-way (OW) matrix for going from one mirror to the other
mirror. Treating the microsphere as a thick ball lens

MOW1 =
[
1 (1−ρ)(L−2R)

nc
0 1

][ 2nc−nL
nL

2Rnc
nL

2(nc−nL)nc
RnL

2nc−nL
nL

][
1 ρ(L−2R)

nc
0 1

]

where the parameter ρ = d/(L − 2R) is defined as a normal-
ized fractional distance of the sphere from the first mirror to the
vertex of the ball lens d. L is the cavity length, R is the sphere

radius, and nc = 1.33 and nL = 1.59 are the refractive indexes
of the fluid cavity and the microsphere, respectively. Similarly,
the one-way ABCD matrix from the second mirror to the first
mirror can be calculated as

MOW2 =
[
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The trace of the round trip ABCD matrix can be readily calcu-
lated as a function of the sphere refractive index and position.
The stability diagram for a polystyrene sphere placed inside a
microfluidic cavity filled with water is shown in Fig. 1(b).

The numerical calculation result in Fig. 1(b) has clearly
shown that the cavity length yielding a single point solution is
approximately L = 6.05R for the refractive indices used here.
Increasing the cavity length past this point starts again expand-
ing the range of stable solutions until a cavity length of L =
12.3R gives a center point stability factor of Tr(MRT) = +1.
Increasing the cavity length past this point will cause the center
lens position to be unstable while some intermediate off-center
positions are stable, but the positions near the mirrors remain
unstable. Increasing the cavity length to very large multiples
of the radius then leaves only a decreasing, narrow range of
stable lens separations near but not directly against the mirrors.
Most importantly, for short cavities of length L < 4R, the
cavity is stable for all microsphere positions. Therefore, the
10 ∼ 30-µm-deep cavities used in this paper will be uncondi-
tionally stable for 10-µm-diameter spheres.

C. Fabrication of Microfluidic FP Cavity in Glass

Glass-based microfluidic devices, especially those coated
with reflective thin films inside the etched channels, are very
attractive for microcavity spectroscopy because of their good
surface rigidity and smoothness that are favorable for making
a high-finesse optical cavity. A process based on thermocom-
pressive gold bonding of glass with etched channels has been
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Fig. 2. (a) SEM picture of a cavity cross section after thermocompressive bonding. (b) Bare microfluidic FP cavity transmission spectrum illuminated with a
well-collimated Hamamatsu LED.

developed to fabricate microfluidic FP cavities [17]. The cavi-
ties used in the experiments described below were formed by
etching 10 ∼ 30-µm-deep and 100 ∼ 200-µm-wide channels
in Pyrex glass and coating the surfaces with 35-nm-thick gold
layers as the reflectors, which had a calculated power reflectiv-
ity of 93% at 890 nm, for the FP cavity. Through holes of 1-mm
diameter were drilled at the end of the channel before bond-
ing the glass superstrate and substrate in order to incorporate
nanoports onto the sensor chip to overcome the capillary force
induced fluid flow by using pressure balancing syringes at the
end ports of the channel. After drilling the holes, the superstrate
and substrate patterned with the reflectors are joined using a
thermocompressive gold-to-gold diffusion bonding technique
inside a 350 ◦C oven in a 10−3-torr vacuum in order to form
the FP interferometer. Properties of the microfluidic cavity were
characterized by atomic force microscopy (AFM) and optical
transmission spectroscopy. A mirror root-mean-square (rms)
surface roughness of 1.765 nm was measured by AFM after
mirror coating. The FP cavity mirror tilt measured from the
transmission spectra at different positions along the channel
indicated a mirror tilt of less than 0.1◦. Fig. 2 shows a SEM
cross section of a 7-µm-deep cavity after the thermocompres-
sive wafer bonding and the optical transmission spectra of a
∼25-µm-deep cavity filled with water. The measured cavity
finesse of ∼30 is in good agreement with the calculations based
on the combined effects of the mirror reflectivity, roughness,
and tilt, which provides a maximum calculated finesse of 31.
Further detailed comparisons are presented in reference [17].
The rigid properties of the glass, strong bonding, and small
dimensions result in a very stable FP interferometer as indicated
by the good finesse and lack of longitudinal mode drift.

D. Optical Detection System

The prototype OFIS system used for the experiments pre-
sented in this paper consisted of a microfluidic chip containing
microchannels with mirror coatings to form a FP cavity, an
LED illumination source, a customized optical microscope, and
a fiber coupled spectrometer. Detection and differentiation of
cells are based on the transmission mode spectra of cells in
fluid-filled FP cavities and illuminated by an LED, as schemat-

Fig. 3. Customized microscope system used to measure the optical spectrum
of the microfluidic FP cavity. The inset shows a top view of the fabricated
microfluidic chip fitted with nanoports and tubing for delivering the cell
containing fluids from a syringe.

ically illustrated in Fig. 3. The LED (Hamamatsu L2690-02)
with a full-width at half-maximum of 30 nm and a radiant flux
of 18 mW was forward biased at 100 mA. The transmitted
light from the fluidic cavity was collected by a 62.5-µm core
diameter multimode fiber (MMF) and then analyzed with a
0.3-nm resolution Ocean Optics spectrometer (HR2000).

III. INTRACAVITY SPECTROSCOPY

Spectra of different types of polystyrene spheres and biolog-
ical cells were measured by introducing them into the fluid-
filled etched channels. A biconcave lens (f = 30 mm) focused
the LED light from the bottom to effectively excite the higher
order transverse modes of the fluidic cavity. Transmitted light
was collected by an MMF through the customized microscope
shown in Fig. 3. The focal length of the optical system was ad-
justed to make the light collection spot size, i.e., the image size
of the light collecting fiber’s core (approximately 5 to 10 µm
in diameter) in order to probe single cells inside the fluidic
cavity. The illuminating beam size should be larger than the cell
size [18] in order to couple the higher order transverse modes.
The fiber can be positioned to simultaneously collect the light
from all the transverse modes of one cell by temporarily back-
illuminating it and aligning the image of the fiber core to the
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Fig. 4. Transmission spectrum of a single 5-µm-diameter polystyrene sphere with uniform refractive index of 1.59 submerged in deionized water under
(a) normal and (b) tilted (∼20◦ from normal) illumination.

cell to be measured. Since the method uses spectroscopy, i.e.,
measurement of transverse mode frequencies or corresponding
wavelengths, there is no concern about the relatively large
MMF not resolving individual regions of a cell, nor is there a
need to scan the fiber image within the cell. In order to align the
fiber core image to the cell, fluid flow is stopped and thus the
cell position is stabilized by balancing the pressure of the two
syringes attached to the nanoports at the ends of the channel. No
particular apparatus is provided to control the cell orientation
in the experiments reported here, although gravity and settling
of the cells against the bottom of the channel may affect the
orientation of the cells. The stability and repeatability of the
spectra reported below indicate that cell orientation was not a
major issue. A flowing microfluidic environment may necessi-
tate the use of sheath fluids or other measures to control cell
orientation in future work.

A. Transmission Spectra of Polystyrene Spheres

Initial transmission spectra were obtained from the micro-
fluidic cavity filled with a water suspension of polystyrene
microspheres (purchased from Bangs Laboratories, Inc.) as they
resembled cells but with well controlled size, shape, and index
of refraction. Typical transmission spectra for a 5-µm diameter
polystyrene sphere under illumination at normal incidence and
tilted at approximately 20◦ are presented in Fig. 4(a) and (b),
respectively, together with diagrams showing the mode excita-
tion conditions.

The spectrum in Fig. 4(b) clearly shows additional narrow
transmission resonances, corresponding to the transverse cavity
modes, compared to the bare cavity modes seen in Fig. 2(b).
The cavity’s transverse mode groups are repeated three times,
corresponding to three longitudinal modes, within the wave-
length range of the LED. For each longitudinal mode, there are
two broad peaks at lower wavelength and two narrow peaks
that are approximately 5 nm longer than the main broad peak.
The free spectral range of the 12-µm-deep cavity is ∼20 nm,
corresponding to the longitudinal mode separation. The num-
ber of the transverse modes and the spectral differences of
neighboring modes provide useful information about the sphere
inside the microfluidic cavity [14]. The broad peak is much
stronger than the narrow ones for normal incidence excitation,

as shown in Fig. 4(a), while the slightly longer wavelength and
narrow peaks are enhanced by off axis illumination shown in
Fig. 4(b). Tilted illumination greatly decreases the total trans-
mission, making the spectra appear more noisy at the required
longer integration times. As seen below, the narrow peaks are
typically stronger for biological cells than for microspheres,
perhaps because the higher curvature and index of spheres
makes their effective focal length shorter than that of cells.

There is some ambiguity in the assignment of specific trans-
verse mode orders to the various spectral peaks. Because higher
order transverse modes are expected to be more strongly excited
at higher illumination angles, the narrow peaks are tentatively
termed higher order transverse modes, while the slightly lower,
broad wavelength peak is taken as the fundamental mode. The
same trends with illumination angle and relative mode posi-
tions are exhibited for the cases of biological cells presented
below. The assumption of mode orders places the higher order
modes at longer wavelengths than the fundamental mode, as
seen in relatively long concentric resonator cavities [15]. Prior
work on microspheres indicated that higher order modes oc-
curred at shorter wavelength than the fundamental mode in rel-
atively short laser cavities that presumably had the same length
as the microsphere diameter [14]. That experiment was able to
excite single modes near laser threshold, allowing the identifi-
cation of specific modes by imaging the emission pattern. The
use in the present experiments of a broadband continuum source
that simultaneously excites multiple transverse and longitudinal
modes complicates the determination of the exact mode profile
associated with each spectral peak by similar means. However,
the use of a tunable laser source or imaging spectrometer should
resolve this ambiguity in the future.

B. Transmission Spectra of Single Biological Cells

In the case of real biological cells, the situation is expected to
be more complicated because of the unknown refractive index,
absorption, orientation, and nonuniformity of cell geometry, but
repeatable spectra were still observed. The first biological cell
type investigated was yeast (Y) cells because of their ready
availability and size (8 to 15 µm in diameter) compatibility with
the optical beam dimensions. Transmission spectra for three
separate single Y cells prepared in water are shown in Fig. 5
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Fig. 5. Transmission spectra of three separate single Y cells. The bare cavity mode spectrum is also shown with the dashed line. The inserted image of the
Y cells was taken by a dark field microscope.

Fig. 6. Transmission spectra of (a) red and (b) white human blood cells. The mode excitation condition is the same as shown in Fig. 5.

and appear relatively similar. The bare cavity mode observed in
regions away from the Y cells is also shown with the dashed
line. A shift in wavelength is anticipated between the bare
cavity mode and even the fundamental optical mode in the
presence of a cell both because of a variation in the transverse
optical confinement as well as the integrated optical path length
changing due to the cell’s higher index of refraction compared
to the water. Bare cavity regions or specific cells can be interro-
gated by simply horizontally translating the fiber optic to accept
the image of that region. The relative fiber optic position can be
determined by backward illuminating the fiber and observing
the light spot relative to the cell positions in the microscope.
The shift between the cell’s fundamental mode and the neigh-
boring bare cavity mode provides information but is not used in
the correlation calculations presented in Section IV.

Next, microfludic FP cavity transmission spectra for several
blood cells were obtained. The cells were obtained from a single
human body and introduced into the microfluidic cavity without
any dilution of the original blood serum. Two distinct types of
spectra were obtained corresponding to red blood cells (RBCs),
as shown in Fig. 6(a), and what are believed to be various
types of WBCs, as shown in Fig. 6(b). The spectral signatures
of the different cell types are considered to be sufficiently
qualitatively unique to differentiate them. The Y cells showed

Fig. 7. Spectra of a RBC and a WBC processed according to the steps
discussed in the text and ready for a correlation integral.

a single, relatively broad transmission peak at slightly longer
wavelength than what is assumed to be the fundamental mode.
The blood cells showed strong, narrow transmission peaks with
one higher order peak for RBCs and two higher order peaks
for WBCs at larger wavelength offsets. The amount of offset
varies somewhat from cell to cell and may be associated with
cell size. Further quantitative cross correlation analysis of the
cell spectra will be presented in Section IV.

Different biological cell’s spectra exhibited variations in
peak amplitude, mode spacing, and number of higher order
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TABLE I
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT OF SPECTRA FOR RBC, WBC, AND Y CELLS

transverse modes. All of these spectral differences are attributed
to the optical confinement perturbation inside the microfluidic
FP cavity. Although some variation in the cell spectra might be
expected based on exact organelle positions or movement, the
observed spectra were stable and repeatable during the experi-
ments. Further work is needed to understand in detail the effect
of organelle position or size variation on transverse spectra.
Theoretical modeling of the modal structures of the cell-loaded
microfluidic using finite-difference time-domain simulations is
in progress and will be reported elsewhere.

IV. CORRELATION ANALYSIS OF

BIOLOGICAL CELL SPECTRA

In order to prove the repeatability and reliability of the
biosensor to differentiate single biological cells, transmission
spectra of multiple cells of each type used in this paper have
been taken repeatedly. While the spectra corresponding to a
particular cell type are qualitatively considered to be repeatable,
it is useful to quantitatively assess the similarities of the spectra.
Correlation analysis is a widely used technique in biochemical
experiments to recognize specific chemical components [19],
[20] and will be applied here to cell differentiation.

The spectral data were prepared for correlation computations
using the following steps. 1) A portion of each spectrum
corresponding to a single free spectral range of the cavity
was selected. Typically, this was the central, highest intensity
portion of the spectra. 2) The fundamental mode peak, which
is taken taken to be the broad, lowest wavelength peak, was as-
signed a relative wavelength offset of 0 nm. 3) The wavelength
offset range was normalized to place the dominate peak of each
spectra at the same point. 4) A Lorentzian lineshape curve was
fit to the fundamental mode and subtracted from the spectrum,
thus removing the fundamental, which was taken to contain no
cell specific information. 5) Last, the rms amplitude of the net
spectrum containing the transverse mode transmission peaks
was normalized to unity. The resulting spectra for one RBC
and one WBC are shown in Fig. 7 as examples.

The correlation coefficients between the transmission spectra
of four RBCs, two WBCs, and three Y cells were then com-
puted and recorded in Table I. The correlation data shows that
the RBCs can be differentiated from the other blood cells based
on a correlation coefficient threshold of 0.8 but that the current
method is not sufficient to differentiate RBCs from Y cells,
although this interference has limited practical significance. It is
also noteworthy that the two WBC spectra had a relatively low

correlation and may have come from different cell types, e.g.,
neurophils and lymphocytes. The results presented here were
initial correlation studies, and better results are expected from
more complete studies, including the creation of correlation
templates or masks that account for the variability of spectra
for the same type of cells.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a passive cavity microfluidic system on glass
substrates was developed as a test bed for OFIS of single
polystyrene beads and single biological cells. Transmission
spectra for a FP cavity containing polystyrene spheres, Y cells,
human RBCs, and WBCs were obtained using tilted illumina-
tion to enhance transverse mode structure. The transmission
spectra for the cell types are qualitatively different in terms of
the number, relative position, and relative wavelength offset of
transverse modes. Preliminary quantitative correlation analysis
of the spectra demonstrates the capability of the biosensor to
differentiate certain pairs of single biological cells. Thus, the
approach described in this paper may be extended to detect
other types of cells and provide a useful label-free optical tech-
nique for recognizing cells in a microfluidic environment.
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